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Jana Alonso is an integrative healing expert, a best-selling author, and
the founder of The School of Integrative Healing. Integrative healing is
a multi-modality, multi-dimensional approach to healing, life, and
business, and the School is a long-term approach to true, holistic
transformation. These healing practices are a large part of Jana’s life’s
work and the essence of all of her teachings. 

Jana is a firm believer in having fun whilst doing the personal and
business work. She believes that you can have it all - wealth, health,
success, and greatness, as well as rest, joy, love, connection, and
lightness - even during challenging times. Jana guides her clients to
open themselves up to higher and higher levels of abundance in all of
her offerings through multiple self-healing modalities.

meet Jana

J A N A
A L O N S O

ALCHEMIST DYSLEXIC BILINGUAL SPEAKERLOVER
HEALER VISIONARY WEALTH EXPANDER GOOFBALL
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talks
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Until recently, psychologists have thought trauma and mental health
were just in the mind. However, recent scientific evidence has shown
what ancient medicine paths have always known - trauma actually lives
in the body and in the energy field. Right now,  we are living in a very
exciting time where we have a greater understanding of human health
and healing than ever before. We are seeing that to truly understand
healing and happiness, we have to take the whole human being
(physical, emotional, mental, spirit and energy) into consideration, and
when you do, things that we never knew were possible happen. 

In all of these talks Jana dives into the different dimensions of healing,
how they all work together in unison, and how this is actually the key to
living a life beyond your wildest dreams.

INTRO TO HEALING TRAUMA THROUGH MULTI-
DIMENSIONAL MEDICINE  |  30 MINS

THE 4 PILLARS TO LIVING BEAUTIFULLY  |  
60 MINS

HOW TO CREATE THE LIFE OF YOUR DESIRES
WHILST WORKING WITH THE UNIVERSAL LAWS  | 
 90 MINS

INTEGRATIVE HEALING: A HEALING REVOLUTION  |
60 MINS  

topics
Jana can also speak about: multi-dimensional healing,
shamanism, trauma healing, exponential business
growth, manifestation, conscious relationship. She is also
open to topic suggestions.

Email info@janaintegrativehealing.com for bookings.



VIEW

examples
Manifest with Ease is a 5-day challenge where you will learn
the science behind manifestation and its practical
application.

MANIFEST WITH EASE
5 DAYS, 5 TEACHINGS & 5 PRACTICAL
ACTIONABLE STEPS TO BUILD THE
LIFE YOU WANT

VIEW

This simple training and meditation can even help you clear
emotions and trauma as you do it. You know an emotional
clearing has taken place when you feel relaxation & safety
afterwards. You can use this practice whenever something
comes up and you want to work it through the body.

HEALING TRAUMA
AN INTRODUCTION TO TRAUMA,
FINISHING WITH A MEDITATION
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https://theschoolofintegrativehealing.com/manifest-with-ease/
https://theschoolofintegrativehealing.com/healing-trauma/
https://theschoolofintegrativehealing.com/manifest-with-ease/
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She cuts to the core of your blocks and sheds a light on your deep, dark
desires.  Her honesty, truth and beautiful realness illuminates your soul,
speaks to your heart and wakes you up to life. What you thought were
dreams and probabilities, is turned into expansion, growth and endless
possibilities. I have loved every second working with Jana. She stirs things in
me no human has been able to. It's almost like she know me better than I
know myself. She holds no prisoners, and she makes you work for your
dreams, holds you accountable and make sure you get it all with stern
loving support and care. She is real, genuine and beautiful inside out, the
person we all need in our corner.  Her ways and teachings appeal to that
deep sense of safety we all so desperately crave and she keeps you there...
safe, supported, important and special, as your were meant to be.  I am
forever grateful for meeting and working with Jana. 

Jana speaks real, authentic, soul-led, no BS truth about
life and how we need to heal and evolve psycho-
energetically in life, love, soul and business.  

Michelle Göldner

Her way of teaching is fun and empowering as she makes complex
ideologies digestible and actionable to everyone listening.

What I love how Jana speaks is that she delivers her messages in a way that
holds you to a higher expectation. It's clear that Jana truly believes that
everyone has higher potential waiting to be unlocked, and she is the key that
opens that door. I would definitely recommend anyone looking for personal
development and higher-level energy mentorship to connect with and listen
to Jana.

From the moment she starts speaking, Jana captivates
an audience.

Corinne Eckert



in the media

stay connected
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Email info@janaintegrativehealing.com for bookings.

Contributing Author in Legacy Speaks: Powerhouse
Women Leading Lives Worth Remembering

BOOKS

Manifesting Wealth Through Trauma Healing, episode 43
of Conversations with Pussy by Grace Hazel

PODCASTS

The School of Integrative Healing Podcast by Jana Alonso

MAGAZINES
*coming soon*

https://www.instagram.com/janabartlettalonso/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/360284332292388
http://theschoolofintegrativehealing.com/integrative-healing/
https://www.amazon.com/Legacy-Speaks-Powerhouse-Leading-Remembering-ebook/dp/B093ZBBPZN
https://open.spotify.com/episode/0mbzIzfrE2Lc9rNNW9Y0xi?si=9bd2878f67ef4337
https://open.spotify.com/show/4VuC8mHFy0p4AZZaXgJMkU?si=f2e1aa30a4b04660
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FOR BOOKINGS & INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT:

INFO@JANAINTEGRATIVEHEALING.COM


